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Abstract - This paper is structured in six parts and aims
to present actual trends regarding distance protection.
In the first part is determined the importance of the
topic and the requirement of using protections. In the
second part is presented the evolution of the protection
and automation systems. In part three is presented the
distance protection with its past and present, with its
principles. In part four are given examples of how the
pickup characteristics of the the distance protection have
evolved. Part five presents how actual protection
functions are implemented and related to the distance
protection which functions are new. Part six is dedicated
to present the conclusions related to this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An important factor of the economical development of a
country is represented by the state and the capacity of the
country’s power system to sustain the energy consumption
and the need for electricity. Therefore, an electric power
system has two major requirements: safety in operation
and continuity in the supply of electricity to consumers.
Considering those two requirements is very important
for the system to be protected against the destructive effects
of the electric arch due to a fault in the system [1]. Protecting
the system and ensuring the continuity of electricity supply
to consumers is carried out through the protection and
automation systems.

2. EVOLUTION OF PROTECTION
AND AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
With the development of technology, protection and
automation systems have been developed too [2], [3]. The
first protection and automation systems were composed of
a huge number of elements. There is a distinct element for
each function of the protection and automation system. So
in order to achieve a complex protection like the distance
protection a large number of interconnected elements are
used, leading to very complex schemes and also to higher
decision and tripping time [1].
Actual trends are based on the realization of the
protection functions in numerical technology including
more functions in the same equipment. Thus, it is ensured

a much greater swiftness in the detection, assessment and
removal of a fault, as well as a simplification of protection
schemes [1], [2], [3], [4].

3. DISTANCE PROTECTION
Overhead power lines (OHL) are the most wide-spread
elements of an electrical power system, they are not
concentrated in a relatively small area of a substation as
bus bars or transformers/autotransformers. Given the fact
that lines are spread across extended areas, they are subject
to risks and frequency of occurrence of faults rather than
other power system elements.
220 kV OHL’s basic protection is the distance
protection, one of the protections which suffered the
biggest changes with the development of numerical
technique.
Whether we are talking about the classical protection,
or that we are talking about the ones made in the numerical
technique, the operating principle of distance protection
uses one of the most basic laws of electrotechnics, Ohm's
law [4], [5], [6], [7].
This measures the impedance (distance) between
the place of mounting protection (CT’s and VT’s) and the
fault location [6], [8], [9], [10]. The calculation of the
distance is made on the basis of the measured values of
current and voltage [6], [11]. The electrical distance is
directly proportional to the physical distance on the condition
that the line does not have a longitudinal compensation
[5], [10], [12], [13], [14]. The closer the fault, the faster
the protection will command the trip of the circuit breaker.
So the tripping characteristic of the protection is one in
increasing steps with the increasing impedance. In figure
1 the tripping characteristic of the distance protection is
shown [15], [16].

Fig. 1. Tripping characteristic of the distance protection
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The main reason for the fact that this protection
measures the distance to the fault is to enclose the fault in
a given distance zone and not to provide an approximate
location of it!

4. EVOLUTION OF PICKUP AND TRIPPING
CHARACTERISTICS
In terms of pickup and tripping characteristics of the
classic distance protection and the numeric one, they
differ very much [16].
If the classic distance protections had a pickup
characteristic and measurement characteristic commonly
represented by continuous sealed type circular curves or
ellipse type to the numerical protections they have changed
radically. The distance protection function from the numerical
terminals uses interrupted characteristics obtaining the
form of polygonal characteristics, increasing the sensibility
of the protection. These characteristics are represented in
the complex plan of the impedance by setting the value of
the real component – resistance and the imaginary one –
reactance.
Electrical parameters of power and network in case
of faults and abnormal operating states of the system differ
from case to case. So depending on the type of the fault,
the occurrence or not of the electrical arch, or operation in
overload, impedance suffers major changes, with the
possibility of having wrong tripping decisions of the
distance protection [17].
In the case of a metallic short circuit, the impedance
vector will shrink, entering the tripping zone. In this case
the angle between the vector of complex impedance and
resistance will remain unchanged.
The situation changes however in case of a short
circuit through the electrical arch. The electrical arch is
purely ohmic, so to the fault impedance it adds the arch
resistance, reactance being zero. In this case the angle
between the total fault impedance and resistance decreases,
but not very much. In figure 2 and 3 are presented the two
types of behaviour of the impedance vector in the given
cases [14].

Fig. 3. Impedance vector behaviour in case of fault
with electric arch
In case of overloads, the impedance vector decreases
not as much as in case of a fault, but the impedance vector
can enter the tripping area because the angle between this
vector and the resistance decreases very much (figure 4).

Fig. 4. Impedance vector behaviour in case of overload
Taking into account these behaviors of impedance in
different situations, there have been developed more types
of pickup characteristics. The simplest such pickup
characteristic is the impedance characteristic, which is
represented by a circle with center in the origin. This
characteristic is shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5. Impedance characteristic

Fig. 2. Impedance vector behaviour in case of fault
without electric arch

For this characteristic we notice that is doesn’t perform
very well in case of faults with large arch resistance, even
in case of more pronounced overloads there is a risk of a
wrong pickup and trip of the relay [14].
To solve the problem of the electrical arch influence,
there were developed the so called generalized resistance
characteristic. This characteristic is represented by a circle
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given the center moved along the axis R and it is presented
in the next figure.

As the time passed, there has been found a solution to
this problem by introducing ellipse type characteristics. These
ellipses are thus positioned in the complex plan, so between
the major axis and the R axis will be formed an angle equal
to the short circuit angle of the protected line (figure 8).

Fig. 6. Generalized resistance characteristic
This characteristic, having the circle's center moved
along the axis R, performs very well at high current electrical
arch resistance. The major disadvantage is the behavior to
overloads, these are practically undetectable [14].
For a better framing of the fault in case of electrical
power lines fault and the attempt to detect overloads there
were created mixed admittance relays (mho). These relays
have a circular characteristic, the center of the circle being
offset by both the axis R and the axis jX. The radius of the
circle forms a straight segment between the origin and the
center of the circle, which is inclined 45° to the axles. Characteristic of the mixed admittance relay is presented in figure 7.

Fig. 8. Ellipse type characteristic
This kind of characteristic has a great behaviour in
both cases, the electric arch influence and the case of
overloads [14].
The current trends in terms of achieving operating
characteristics using numerical technique resulted in
obtaining the characteristics of polygonal type which are
very similar to the elliptical characteristics (figure 9).
Therefore actual equipment are using polygonal type
of characteristics like the one presented in figure 10.

Fig. 7. Mixed admittance relay characteristic
These characteristics have an excellent behavior in
case of short circuits with or without an electric arch, but
the detection and classification of the overload state in a
system depends very much on how the angle between the
complex impedance and R axis decreases [14].

Fig. 9. Comparison of the elliptical and polygonal
characteristics
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is the only one that can be improved, and there are a few
cases of wrong actions in operation.
The function is basically a high speed overcurrent
protection which activates only in case of a manual close
command of the circuit breaker [3], [23].
A major difference between the classic protection
systems and the new ones is the ability of communication
between these devices [25], [26], [27]. Communication is
carried out via fiber optic support and it’s using the IEC
61850 communication protocol, which is a substation
protocol [22], [27], [28].

Fig. 10 – Actual polygonal type characteristics
Distance protection is a protection targeted for using
both power parameters such as voltage values and current
values. Related to these aspects, in both cases, the classic
protection and the numeric protection, at the disappearance
of the secondary voltage the distance protection function
must be blocked [7], [11].
For the classic relays this has been done with specific
relays, while in the case of numerical relays this is done
through the auxiliary normally closed contacts of MCB
located in the secondary voltage circuits [11].
Another issue related to the operation of the distance
protection is the dependence of the abnormal state of
power swings. Power swings causes quick changes of the
impedance vector by changing the power direction [18],
[19]. These swings can also cause tripps so the distance
protection must be blocked [20], [21], [22].
Detection of the power swing is based on the measuring
of the decreasing speed of the complex measured impedance
and her passing speed between the distance zones [20]. I
mention that if during blocking protection as a result of
power swing detection a fault occurs, the blockage must
be canceled, the protection ordering the circuit breaker
tripping in the detected zone [17], [20], [21].

5. THE CONSTRUCTIVE PRINCIPLES
OF DISTANCE PROTECTION
As we stated before, classic protections were made
through a number of items for each function. Currently
the protections made in the numerical technique include
several protection functions within the same terminal
equipment called numerical protection equipment [3].
Distance protection called generically is a numerical
protection terminal given as basic protection function in
the terminal is the distance protection, this terminal have
other functions [23], [24]:
• fuse failure protection;
• power swing blocking;
• auto reclosure function;
• overcurrent functions;
• teleprotection;
• high current switch on to fault function – SOTF/TOR.
This last function is a new function that is not included
within classic protections and that uses different principles
of operation. Perhaps of all the protection functions this

6. RECENT TRENDS USING NUMERICAL
PROTECTION
This section deals with the recent trends regarding
the evolution of the protection systems. The synthesis is
developed using 35 papers from international conferences
regarding power systems protection (mainly the distance
protection).
a) aspects regarding secondary circuits [1], [2], [3], [4],
[27], [31]:
• secondary circuits influence on power system
behavior;
• internal supervision of the protection equipment;
• relay testing considering primary equipment position;
• relay configuration study;
• communication improvement between transformers
and protection equipments;
• secondary circuits simulation.
b) distance protection behavior in presence of line compensation [5], [6], [10], [12]:
• distance protection optimization considering line
compensation;
• distance zones parametrization considering line compensation;
• distance protection behavior using SVC systems.
c) influence on distance zones [7], [8], [9], [11], [13],
[15]:
• faulted phase selection;
• STATCOM systems impact on distance zones;
• frequency deviation impact on distance protection;
• transformers influence on voltage and current values;
• wind farms influence on distance zones;
• parallel power line influence on the first distance
zone.
d) distance protection behavior during power swing and
electric arc [14], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]:
• electric arch influence on measured impedance;
• distance protection behavior during power swing;
• distance protection blocking during power swing;
• power swing detection;
• renewable energy impact on distance protection.
e) protection devices using numerical technology [16],
[22], [24]:
• tripping time analysis;
• fault location using numerical information;
• numerical equipment behaviour during system restoration.
f) fiber optic communication between protection devices
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[25], [26], [28], [29]:
• substation modernization using IEC61850 protocol;
• equipment communication using IEC61850 protocol;
• protection and automation system implementation
using IEC61850 protocol;
• human-machine communication.
g) importance of backup protection functions [23], [30],
[32], [33], [34], [35]:
• usage of directional backup overcurrent function;
• control and backup protection insurance in power
system operation;
• false tripping due to improper configuration;
• line differential protection;
• power line protection using electrical power
parameter information during fault.

7. CONCLUSION
In the past two decades, by the development of the
computing technique, the protection functions have been
implemented in the numerical technology, including several
protection functions in the same equipment. Through this
jump and through the use of numerical technology there
were solved two of the three main conditions which must be
satisfied by a protection equipment: speed and sensibility.
Taking into account the two major requirements that the
power system and the actual trends of realizing protection
and automation equipment has to accomplish, I consider
that there are functions that can be optimized.
Most of these functions are based on laws and theorems
in electrical engineering and studies of the behaviour of
electrical energy parameters in different situations.
I think that some new protection functions can be
optimized and that new ones may arise, but for that to
happen, there must be a solid and open collaboration
between electrical and IT engineers.
Also, a research on the protection and automation
systems must include some variables such as the state at a
certain moment of some equipment and not to rely only
on what type of system element should be protected and
neither on the specific protection of this element.
By studying how to implement the protection’s logics
on the basis of laws and theorems in electrical engineering,
by implementing them into a mathematical model and
through the use of variables that represent the status of the
system at a certain time, you can get very good results
regarding the selectivity and the optimization of the
protection and automation equipment’s functioning.
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